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I. INTRODUCTION

1. At its forty-eighth session, the General Assembly adopted resolution 48/7
of 19 October 1993, entitled "Assistance in mine clearance" by consensus. In
the resolution the Assembly deplored the adverse consequences that can be caused
by the failure to remove mines and other unexploded devices remaining in place
after armed conflicts, and considered it a matter of urgency to correct the
situation; stressed the importance of coordination by the United Nations of
activities, including those by regional organizations, related to mine
clearance, in particular those activities relating to information and training
with a view to improving the effectiveness of operations in the field; invited
all relevant programmes and bodies, multilateral or national, to include, in a
coordinated manner, activities related to mine clearance in their humanitarian,
social and economic assistance activities; requested the Secretary-General to
submit to it a comprehensive report on the problems caused by the increasing
presence of mines and other unexploded devices resulting from armed conflicts
and on the manner in which the United Nations contribution to the solution of
problems of mine clearance could be strengthened, and to include in his report
consideration of the financial aspects of activities related to mine clearance
and, in that context, of the advisability of establishing a voluntary trust fund
to finance, in particular, information and training programmes relating to mine
clearance and to facilitate the launching of mine-clearance operations; and
urged all Member States to extend full assistance and cooperation to the
Secretary-General in that respect and to provide him with any information that
could be useful in drawing up the report.

* A/49/150.
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2. On 23 March 1994, the Secretary-General addressed a note verbale to all
Member States seeking information on the elements called for under resolution
48/7. The responses of Member States are contained in an addendum to the
present report. This report has been prepared taking into account the
information provided by Member States, as well as ongoing consultations with
United Nations agencies, intergovernmental bodies and non-governmental
organization partners, as well as information and advice provided by United
Nations humanitarian and de-mining programme staff in the field. The report
will cover the nature and magnitude of the problem facing the international
community, the efforts made and experiences encountered in providing assistance
in de-mining and recommendations for strengthening the manner in which the
United Nations can contribute to the solution of the problem.

II. THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

3. Of all of the forms of debris left in the aftermath of conflict, land-mines
are the most widespread and pernicious. It is estimated that there are more
than 110 million land-mines spread in 64 countries around the world, and that
between 2 and 5 million more are being laid each year. According to the
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), more than 800 people per month
are killed by land-mines, most of them innocent civilians, and thousands more
are maimed. Land-mines may be one of the most widespread, lethal and
long-lasting forms of pollution we have yet encountered, and we are currently
losing the battle to protect innocent civilians from their effects. In that
context, it would not appear to be relevant whether responsibility lies with
those who produce land-mines or with those who use them in a manner inconsistent
with international humanitarian law.

4. Essentially, two categories of land-mine are commonly in use,
anti-personnel and anti-tank. Anti-personnel (AP) land-mines are small,
inexpensive munitions designed to be detonated either by a person stepping on
the mine or by a person touching a trip-wire connected to the mine. These land-
mines are easily obtainable, often for less than $2 per mine. Modern AP land-
mines are generally manufactured almost entirely of plastic and are often no
larger than 6 centimetres across, making them extremely difficult to detect.
They are designed to detonate when subject to 7 kilogrammes or more of
continuous pressure. Their object is to maim rather than kill. The logic
behind this is that a wounded soldier eliminates that soldier from the battle,
as well as the additional soldiers required to assist him, whereas if the mine
were to simply kill the soldier, only he would be eliminated from the battle.
Those who survive wounds from AP mines often lose at least one limb and often
suffer additional muscular damage, damage to internal organs, blindness and the
loss of testes.

5. Anti-tank (AT) mines are large mines designed to be triggered by vehicles
and generally require more than 100 kilogrammes of pressure to detonate. AT
mines often contain more than 6 kilogrammes of explosive and are capable of
destroying tanks and other armoured vehicles, as well as relief trucks,
tractors, passenger vehicles and construction equipment. AT mines are generally
laid in roads and along railways, disrupting normal transport and thus
preventing activities such as the delivery of relief supplies. They are more
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expensive than AP mines and so are generally found in much smaller numbers. It
is claimed that such mines are less directly dangerous to civilians than AP
mines because they are not usually detonated by pedestrians. However, they are
often modified by combatants in the field in order to enable them to be
detonated with only 7 kilogrammes of pressure. Such modified AT mines literally
blow their victims apart.

6. What separates land-mines from other forms of debris of war - making them
more damaging than other types of munitions - is the collateral effect of their
continued lethal nature upon the societies in infested States. Although they
are used as military weapons during the course of conflict, once conflict has
ceased, they have humanitarian effects vastly out of proportion to their
numbers. Unlike other types of weapons, uncleared land-mines constitute a
unique and malignant threat to whole societies. Engineered to be deadly for
decades, land-mines continue to remain lethal long after the conflict has
ceased. Designed to kill and injure, to impede movement and to sow seeds of
uncertainty and chaos during time of war, land-mines continue to fulfil their
destructive mission until they are found and destroyed. They do not
differentiate between soldiers and civilians, between tanks or farmers’
tractors. One former Cambodian general has described land-mines as silent
sentries that never miss and never sleep. They also never make peace. They are
perpetually at war, killing and maiming in spite of peace treaties and
cease-fire agreements.

7. In addition to their longevity, land-mines are particularly devastating
because they are essentially invisible. Most of the time, land-mines are buried
underground in such a manner that they are hidden from detection. Land-mines
are commonly hidden in farmers’ fields, on roads and paths, along power lines
and in power plants, under shade trees and in houses and buildings. Sometimes
they are triggered by trip-wires, thin wires that may stretch for 20 metres and
are almost invisible to the eye. Many mines triggered by trip-wires spring into
the air, about waist high, before exploding and sending a lethal spray of
shrapnel around a circle more than 60 metres in diameter. Such bounding mines,
in the worst circumstances, can devastate a whole party of civilians or, for
example, a de-mining team. Other mines are triggered by pressure and blow up
once they are stepped on or driven over. Such characteristics mean that, in a
mined area, one can never be sure that any step, any attempt to enter a building
or to cultivate a field, any activity at all, may not result in death or
maiming.

8. Although mapping of minefields is required by international law, it is
rarely accurate, if it is done at all. The mapping of mines distributed by
aircraft, rockets or guns is almost impossible. Even when there is knowledge of
the original locations, climatic conditions (such as floods or snow drifts) can
cause mines to move. It is not uncommon for minefields to be overlaid with more
mines, so that, even if maps had been kept of the original locations, they are
no longer accurate. Over time, the number of persons aware of the locations of
mines may decrease and any informal records kept may be lost or destroyed.

9. Ignoring the tremendous humanitarian consequences of land-mines, some still
cling to the belief that the problem is simply a military one. However, the
impact of uncleared land-mines goes far beyond the limits of battlefields and
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former battlefields, affecting all facets of national life. Some say that
because land-mines are weapons of war and were laid in time of military
conflict, it is a military responsibility to remove them. Unfortunately, the
parties to the conflict are often unable or unwilling to remove land-mines once
the conflict has ceased. In conventional warfare, land-mines are laid to
channel enemy forces into particular avenues of approach, to defend key terrain
and to inhibit enemy movement. As a consequence, opposition forces view
minefields as obstacles to be breached or bypassed. Military countermine
technology has thus been focused almost exclusively on clearing narrow avenues
through minefields so that forces can pass through the obstacle rapidly under
battlefield conditions, often by pushing the land-mines to one side.
Unfortunately, however, blowing a 10-metre lane in a farmer’s field or
destroying a highway with a mine plough mounted on a tank does nothing to help
the civilian population and much to hurt it. In addition, military countermine
techniques are intended for dealing with land-mines laid in accordance with
established practices and are less effective when faced with randomly laid
mines, as is common in internal conflicts. While countermine techniques are
effective for the military requirement of breaching the minefield, they are of
little or no use to civilians faced with the problem of mine clearance after the
end of hostilities. For civilian purposes, all land-mines must be removed from
a village or an agricultural field before it can return to normalcy or
productive use. At present, this type of mine clearance is a long-term,
low-technology process that, while it has military overtones, can in the long
run only be addressed as a humanitarian/development issue.

10. While mine technology has progressed rapidly in the years since the end of
the Second World War, mine-detection and clearance technology has not. The
majority of mine-detection and clearance equipment in use today is derived from
1940s technology and is usually incapable of producing the level of clearance
(99 per cent or more) needed for human habitation after clearance. Even current
electromagnetic mine detectors still rely on the small amounts of residual metal
in mines for their detection. Unfortunately, the areas in which mines are found
are generally littered with small pieces of shrapnel and other metal objects,
each of which triggers electromagnetic mine detectors, and each of which has to
be carefully located and uncovered as though it were a live mine. In Cambodia,
an average of 129 pieces of harmless metal are found and uncovered for every
mine found and uncovered, greatly slowing the de-mining process. The problem of
detecting non-metallic mines has not yet been solved. Some research and
development is reportedly taking place on mechanical equipment for mine
clearance. Additional research is being devoted to developing different
mine-detection systems and methodologies; some existing technologies could also
be further developed for that purpose. In most instances, the level and volume
of research is too low and lacking in practicality and coordination.

11. In addition to the current rudimentary technology and the general lack of
minefield maps, obstacles to successful mine clearance include the fact that
mines may continue to be laid even when organized removal efforts are under way,
or that access to known minefields may continue to be restricted and information
withheld by the parties concerned. Conflicting parties often have a sense of
"attachment" to their mines, feeling that they offer them protection, and are
often reluctant to agree to their clearance. Even when non-cooperation is not
an issue, the multitude of types of mines, as well as vast variations in terrain
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and climate, complicate questions regarding appropriate methodology and
equipment for removal.

12. In addition to uncleared land-mines, post-conflict societies often have to
contend with other types of unexploded ordnance (UXO). Most common nowadays are
"bombies", sometimes also called "bomblets", the small explosive devices
contained in cluster munitions. UXO of that type constitute a particular hazard
in parts of South-East Asia and in the Middle East. Over time, such munitions
become covered by undergrowth and eroded soil and, to all intents and purposes,
function like land-mines. However, while UXO may pose problems and risks
similar to those created by land-mines, UXO is often readily visible and the
metal casings provide easy detectability. In addition, UXO tends to be less of
a direct hazard to civilians because, as most of these munitions are designed to
detonate upon reaching a certain height above the ground or upon impact, those
which fail to do so are generally defective. Still, any UXO is potentially
dangerous because it is a combination of explosives and a detonating mechanism,
the latter, by definition, being defective. This means that UXO could go off at
the slightest touch, or could lie safely inert for decades. Unfortunately, UXO
is most likely to explode if mishandled or played with by children.
Consequently, all UXO has to be treated as though it could go off immediately
and must be disposed of safely.

A. Effects on society

13. The profound effect land-mines have on all facets of society in infested
States is intensified by the fact that they are hidden and difficult to detect.
There is an element of uncertainty that is uniquely characteristic of
land-mines, an element that makes them particularly frightening and disruptive.
Most minefields are indistinguishable from surrounding countryside. Generally,
the first evidence the local population has of the existence of a minefield is
the death or injury of one of their family or friends. From that evidence it is
impossible to know the extent of the minefield or how many mines have been laid.
Given the severity of the risk, local civilians are forced to avoid any area in
which they know a mine has exploded. This means that the explosion of only one
mine in a field or rice paddy is often enough to render that land unusable. In
food deficit areas where population pressures force local inhabitants to work or
to seek food in mined areas, the borders of minefields are located and marked by
deaths and injuries.

14. In countries where mines have been laid in farmers’ fields, arable land
becomes unusable. As more agricultural land is taken out of production, regions
that were once self-sufficient are forced to depend upon outside shipments of
food for sustenance. In Angola, it is estimated that land-mines have reduced
food production in the areas around Melanje, and other besieged cities, by more
than 25 per cent. In Mozambique, the effects of drought have been multiplied by
the mining of arable land and the road system; in Sofala and Zambézia provinces,
the delivery of food relief shipments to populations unable to farm their mined
fields has been impeded and sometimes prevented by the mining of the road
system. In other countries, the mining of irrigation systems and water-delivery
plants makes it almost impossible to farm even those fields which are not
mine-infested. Nomadic peoples tend to suffer the highest casualty and death
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rates from land-mines as they move from mined area to mined area in order to
find pasturage for flocks. In addition, the livestock and game upon which they
depend for sustenance are often killed by land-mines, making what is often a
precarious existence even more difficult.

15. The effects of uncleared land-mines are easily identifiable, although
difficult to quantify. No statistics relating to the land-mine problem are
systematically kept, although rough predictions of the impact on gross national
product exist informally. One of the issues relating to statistical
quantification is the difficulty in separating the impact of the presence of
uncleared land-mines from the impact of the conflict itself when doing
comparisons with pre-conflict figures. Realizing the importance of quantifying
the problem, the non-governmental organization Vietnam Veterans of America
Foundation is undertaking an in-depth study of the socio-economic impact of
land-mines in four land-mine-infested societies.

16. It is common in many conflicts for key elements of the national
infrastructure to be mined by both sides to the conflict. Roads, power lines,
electric plants, irrigation systems, water plants, dams and industrial plants
are often mined during civil conflicts. In the aftermath of those conflicts, it
is often impossible to approach such facilities to repair them or to conduct
needed maintenance. As a consequence, the delivery of electricity and water
becomes more sporadic and often ceases in heavily mined areas. Irrigation
systems become unusable, with consequent effects on agricultural production.
Transportation of goods and services is halted on mined roads and the roads
themselves begin to deteriorate. Local businesses, unable to obtain supplies or
ship products, cease operation. Unemployment in those areas increases and the
prices for scarce goods tend to enter an inflationary spiral, increasing the
cycle of misery. In those areas dependent upon outside aid for sustenance, the
mining of roads can mean a sentence to death by starvation. In addition,
populations unable to return to mined villages, or unable to find traditional
employment, congregate in urban areas, straining already overburdened social
welfare systems.

17. Mine casualties themselves place a significant burden upon war-ravaged
societies. Generally, those societies with the most severe land-mine problems,
societies recovering from the aftermath of war, are those least able to deal
with the consequences of land-mine infestation. The medical infrastructure in
such countries is often rudimentary and trained medical personnel and facilities
are scarce. The wounds caused by land-mines are the type with which such
overburdened medical systems are least equipped to cope. Mine wounds require
skilled surgery, large amounts of blood, antibiotics and other drugs. Recovery
time for the horrendous wounds caused by AP mines is generally much longer than
for other types of shock/trauma wounds. In addition, prosthetic devices and
intense physical therapy are required to allow mine victims to return to some
semblance of a normal life. Such care is generally beyond the capabilities of
the medical infrastructure in many mine-infested countries. They have the
resources neither in trained personnel, nor in facilities, equipment and drugs.
Large numbers of mine victims drain these fragile medical infrastructures of
scarce resources, often causing what is essentially a complete collapse in
heavily mined regions. As a consequence many mine victims who would survive
were proper medical help available, die in the field and go unreported.
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18. In addition to the social costs, land-mines impose an enormous personal
cost on those who survive a mine blast. In almost all cases, victims of
land-mines suffer the loss of one or more limbs. In Cambodia, one out of every
234 people is an amputee, a rate more than one hundred times higher than in
Europe or the United States. In Angola alone there are 20,000 amputees due to
land-mines. In most agrarian societies, the loss of a limb makes it impossible
for a person to carry out normal economic activities. They cannot help in the
fields, or carry heavy loads or work in other ways to support their families.
Psychologically, these victims come to think of themselves as burdens upon their
families and communities. They often turn to begging to survive. In order to
rehabilitate these land-mine victims and help them to become productive members
of their societies once again, appropriate prosthetic devices and extensive
physical therapy is needed. Unfortunately, the skills and training necessary to
manufacture and fit prosthetic devices, and to conduct physical therapy
training, are scarce or do not exist in some countries with serious land-mine
problems. Recognizing this, a number of organizations have been very active in
providing prosthetic devices, in creating indigenous production capacities and
in training local personnel to fit the devices properly and to conduct the
necessary physical therapy to enable mine victims to utilize the devices fully.
Organizations such as Handicap International, ICRC, the Vietnam Veterans of
America Foundation, the Somali Lifeline project, the Cambodia Trust and others
have been extremely active in that area in countries such as Afghanistan,
Angola, Cambodia, Iraq, Mozambique and Somalia. However, the cost of providing
these devices, training and production capacities is very high.

B. The costs to the international community

19. Land-mines exact an enormous toll not only on affected States, but on the
international community as a whole. The same land-mine that may bring a vendor
$3 in revenue costs the international community between $300 and $1,000 to
clear. At a minimum, therefore, the 110 million land-mines currently buried
worldwide will cost approximately $33 billion for clearance alone. Last year,
the international community allocated approximately $70 million to clear roughly
100,000 land-mines. During the same period, however, roughly 2 million more
land-mines were laid, leaving the international community with an annual
"de-mining deficit" of some 1.9 million mines last year, and adding another
$1.4 billion, at the same annual cost of clearance, to the aggregate cost of
clearing the world’s land-mines.

20. These costs do not take into account costs associated with programmes to
treat victims of mine accidents. It is estimated that each mine victim who
survives will incur lifetime costs associated with surgery and prosthetic care
of up to $3,000, using locally trained personnel. It is estimated that there
are currently approximately 250,000 amputee mine victims requiring prosthetics
care and that number is expected to increase by about 800 persons every month.
Surgery and lifetime support programmes for the current number of victims could
therefore cost the international community a further $750 million.

21. If, on the other hand, the land-mines are left uncleared, they will cost
the international community untold millions of dollars in additional
humanitarian aid. The additional aid, in its own right, would be costly, but
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those costs will be compounded because the presence of land-mines will prevent
countries from re-establishing themselves economically. The uncleared
land-mines will raise the cost of food relief as they render delivery routes
unusable and arable land untillable; they will raise the costs for continued
support of refugees as they cause delays in repatriation; they will raise health
sector costs as further medical and prosthetics care is required for
mine-accident victims; they will raise social welfare costs as societies seek to
support growing segments of the population handicapped by mine accidents; and
they will raise development costs as they hinder the rehabilitation of national
infrastructure. Last year, the United Nations sought a total of $2.5 billion in
humanitarian aid for 16 countries, of which 13 have serious mine problems.

III. ADVOCACY ISSUES

22. De-mining alone is not the solution to the global problem of uncleared
land-mines. The 2 million new land-mines currently being laid each year, at
present rates of clearance, will add roughly two decades to the time it will
take to rid the world of this plague. Even with a significant increase in
de-mining efforts worldwide and foreseeable advances in technology, it will be
impossible to solve the global land-mine problem unless their proliferation is
halted. The best and most effective way to achieve this is to ban completely
the production, use and transfer of all land-mines. Member States are invited
to consider establishing such a ban as a matter of urgency. Pending an
international agreement on such a ban, immediate steps must be taken to slow the
proliferation of land-mines and to protect civilians from their effects.

23. There is a strong view held in the humanitarian community that action must
be taken to limit the proliferation of the land-mine problem. The international
community has also recognized that need, and took action at the forty-eighth
session of the General Assembly to that end. In particular, the Assembly
adopted resolution 48/75 K of 16 December 1993 calling for a moratorium on the
transfer of excessively injurious AP land-mines. One of the unique
characteristics of the land-mine problem is that very few of the States in which
conflict has resulted in land-mine contamination produce land-mines themselves.
More than 85 per cent of all uncleared land-mines in those States were and are
purchased or transferred from some of the roughly 40 mine-producing States.
Thus, an effective moratorium on the transfer of land-mines by those
mine-producing States could, once current stockpiles are depleted, cut the rate
of land-mine proliferation by 85 per cent. It is therefore urgent that Member
States establish and adhere to a moratorium on the transfer of AP land-mines
deemed excessively injurious to civilians. A report on the implementation of
resolution 48/75 K is to be issued as document A/49/275.

24. The General Assembly also created, in its resolution 48/79, the Group of
Governmental Experts to prepare the review conference for the 1980 Convention on
Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional Weapons Which
May Be Deemed to Be Excessively Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects (the
Inhumane Weapons Convention). 1 / Protocol II to the Convention 2 / regulates the
use of land-mines and outlines what types of land-mines and booby traps may be
legally employed, and how. One of the main weaknesses of Protocol II as
currently drafted is that it applies only to conflict between States. However,
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most of the 65 million land-mines laid in the last 20 years were laid in the
course of internal conflicts. It is for the Group of Experts to examine this
and other issues relating to restrictions on the use of land-mines, in order to
make the Protocol into an effective instrument for controlling the spread and
use of land-mines. Once this is achieved, it is to be hoped that there would be
broad-based ratification of it by Member States and respect of its provisions by
parties to internal conflicts.

25. Although it is critical that an effective moratorium on the transfer of AP
land-mines is established and that the 1980 Inhumane Weapons Convention is
revised, something more is needed. Given the fact that the global problem of
uncleared land-mines is largely a humanitarian problem, Member States must begin
to approach the question of controlling land-mines from a humanitarian point of
view. In that context, the General Assembly may wish urgently to consider
establishing a broad-based humanitarian regime to protect civilian populations
from land-mines. Such a regime would complement the ongoing efforts to
establish a moratorium on trade in land-mines and stricter legal prohibitions on
the use of land-mines. To provide effective protection to civilians, such a
regime should ban the production, transfer and use of all land-mines that are
not easily detectable and that do not self-destruct after a short period. It
should mandate the destruction of all stockpiles of land-mines not meeting that
criterion. This regime should also ban the use of land-mines against civilian
targets or in areas with large civilian populations. It should further place
strict requirements for mapping and marking all minefields, and for registering
those maps in a timely manner with the United Nations. Finally, it should
establish the principle that those who lay land-mines must be responsible for
their clearance. The scope of such a regime should be as broad as possible to
counter effectively the threat posed by the proliferation of land-mines and
their indiscriminate use during the course of internal conflict.

26. In addition, the United Nations has been playing a role as advocate for the
development of more modern technologies for mine detection and mine clearance.
De-mining is extremely slow, dangerous and expensive, largely because increases
in de-mining technology have not kept pace with the increases in land-mine
technology. United Nations de-mining experts have participated in a number of
symposia and workshops aimed at fostering the development of modern de-mining
technologies. In addition, the United Nations University (UNU) undertook a
project to define more accurately the nature of the technology problem and to
identify possible areas for advancement. The objective of de-mining technology
research should be to enable a significant increase in the speed and accuracy
with which land-mines, including the non-metallic variety, can be found and
destroyed. The detection technology to create a multi-sensor mine detector
already exists: only the engineering and software programming would be
required. Further advances in stand-off detection and stand-off destruction
methods would increase the speed and effectiveness as well. However, such
technological solutions must be practical and sustainable at the local level.
Systems carried by airplanes or helicopters are of little use in regions with no
airports or refuelling facilities. Systems requiring large amounts of
electricity will be of little use in regions with no electricity.
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IV. CURRENT EFFORTS TO DEAL WITH THE PROBLEM

27. Faced with this grim arithmetic, it is welcomed that the General Assembly
has decided to undertake a comprehensive examination of the land-mine problem.
The international community has been approaching the problem on two levels:
firstly, with regard to the clearance of land-mines already laid and, secondly,
with respect to restricting the use and availability of new land-mines. In
connection with clearance, the United Nations has perhaps had the most
experience with providing assistance for dealing with the problem as a
humanitarian issue. Regional organizations have also been addressing the
question of mine clearance, and the Organization of American States (OAS), in
particular, has undertaken programmes of assistance in that regard. Some
Governments are also providing assistance in mine clearance on a bilateral
basis, sometimes in conjunction with United Nations or other programmes. A
number of international humanitarian de-mining non-governmental organizations
have been established in recent years, working sometimes with funding from
United Nations sources and sometimes with direct funding from donors.

A. Regional organizations

28. According to the reply of OAS to the Secretary-General’s request for
information, in 1992, upon the representation of the Foreign Ministers of
Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua, OAS created a Central American
Mine-Clearance Assistance Programme to provide technical and financial
assistance to States seeking to clear Central American soil of land-mines and
explosive devices. An estimated 160,000 land-mines were present in Central
America, including an estimated 129,000 in Nicaragua, 20,000 in El Salvador,
4,000 in Costa Rica, 4,000 in Honduras and 3,000 in Guatemala. Many of those
land-mines were laid around key infrastructure, such as roads, bridges, dams,
power lines and water stations, to protect them from sabotage. Unfortunately,
the location of the land-mines in those minefields was often changed by hostile
forces or by the action of water and other natural elements. The result was
often that the installations and equipment that had previously been protected by
land-mines were in fact isolated by them. Maintenance and repair of those
bridges and other types of infrastructure was impossible.

29. With the financial assistance of various donor States and the Partnership
for Democracy and Development, and the military assistance and expertise of the
Inter-American Defense Board, OAS began a programme to assist countries in
removing land-mines. Emphasis was placed upon providing technical expertise,
training and equipment to the armed forces of the various States. Phase one of
the programme began in Nicaragua in early 1993. Expert instructors from eight
Latin American Governments began training five platoons of Nicaraguan Army
de-miners. By July 1993, all five platoons had been trained, equipped and
deployed. Between June 1993 and February 1994, the platoons destroyed more than
6,500 land-mines and cleared roughly 20 per cent of the areas targeted by the
Government of Nicaragua. Unfortunately, difficulties in continuing the
financing of the programme after OAS assistance ended have led Nicaragua to stop
the programme until additional funds can be found. In addition to the
assistance provided in Nicaragua, OAS is prepared to provide similar assistance
to Honduras and Costa Rica, once the necessary $3.2 million in funding becomes
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available. OAS, in conjunction with the Government of Brazil, also provided
technical de-mining assistance and equipment to the Government of Suriname to
enable it to ascertain that land-mines laid during the civil war in that country
had been cleared.

B. United Nations

Effects on United Nations programmes and missions

30. The land-mine problem directly affects all facets of the United Nations
humanitarian, peace-keeping and post-conflict peace-building activities, and
also has an effect upon its peacemaking activities. The presence of mines
hinders the deployment and operational activities of humanitarian and
peace-keeping missions, and complicates the achievement of operational
objectives with respect to any activity that requires population movement, such
as repatriation, assembly of forces, demobilization and the conduct of
elections. However, although there are mine problems in some countries where
the United Nations has peace-keeping missions, there are not peace-keeping
missions in all countries where the United Nations has to address the land-mine
issue. Of the more than 60 land-mine-infested countries, the United Nations has
peace-keeping operations in 7; United Nations humanitarian personnel are
currently operating in about 20.

31. The need for humanitarian assistance is generally acute in societies
struggling with conflict. The presence of uncleared land-mines poses a serious
challenge to date to those humanitarian assistance efforts and often prevents
the achievement of key humanitarian objectives. The problem cuts across the
complete spectrum of United Nations humanitarian relief and rehabilitation
efforts, from the delivery of relief supplies, to the repatriation of refugees,
from the provision of assistance to children and women, to efforts aimed at
rehabilitating and improving basic infrastructures. While United Nations
humanitarian agencies must deal with the problem as it pertains to the
implementation of their particular mandates, the problem is of such consequence
that it must be addressed in a comprehensive, coordinated and systematic way.

32. Because the presence of uncleared land-mines adds significantly to the need
for humanitarian assistance and because their presence impedes the effective
delivery of that assistance, it is essential that the problem be considered and
dealt with in the humanitarian framework. Rectification of a serious land-mine
problem in a particular country may take decades. It is humanitarian personnel
who must address the problem head-on at the earliest stages, and it is
humanitarian and development personnel who must together ensure that long-term
solutions to the mine problem are in place. The Department of Humanitarian
Affairs has therefore been named by the Secretary-General to be the focal point
within the United Nations for all de-mining and land-mine related issues. It
serves to coordinate the United Nations response to land-mine problems, as well
as to provide support, assistance and advice to other United Nations agencies.

33. The World Food Programme (WFP) is one of the United Nations agencies whose
work is regularly hindered by uncleared land-mines. In Afghanistan, Angola,
northern Iraq, Mozambique, Somalia and the Sudan, the United Nations has been
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prevented from delivering food shipments over land in certain areas because the
roads have been extensively mined. Faced with this problem, WFP has been forced
to seek alternatives to overland distribution in some countries, sometimes
resorting to flying relief supplies into regional distribution centres because
the mining of the road system prevented the actual delivery of supplies to
afflicted towns and villages. WFP has depended upon the assistance of trained
national de-mining teams in countries where the United Nations has organized
mine-action programmes. In other countries, it has had to hire de-mining
contractors and provide de-mining equipment to open access routes.

34. The daily operations of the personnel of the Office of the United Nation
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in the field have also been adversely
affected by uncleared land-mines. In most mine-infested countries, the
voluntary repatriation of refugees is slowed or halted by the presence of
uncleared land-mines in the towns and villages to which the refugees are to
return. The presence of land-mines causes involuntary displacement of civilians
and prevents refugees from seeking asylum in mine-infested areas. The delays in
repatriation, reintegration and resettlement caused by uncleared land-mines may
have political consequences and certainly present ongoing resource needs to
support the continued presence in countries of asylum. United Nations-sponsored
de-mining programmes in Afghanistan and Cambodia helped provide to refugees
enough confidence to repatriate in significant numbers. Recognizing the threat
to returning refugees posed by uncleared land-mines, UNHCR routinely conducts
special mine-awareness training courses in refugee camps to educate repatriating
populations in how to avoid being injured by land-mines. Its mine-awareness
programmes have been an integral part of the comprehensive United Nations mine-
action programmes in Afghanistan, Cambodia and Mozambique. UNHCR has also been
involved in mine survey and marking activities to reduce the risks posed to
affected populations. It has been a vocal advocate for a ban on the production,
use and sale of AP land-mines.

35. The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) has also been in the forefront
of mine-awareness education and advocacy. Land-mines are particularly injurious
to children and so constitute a serious challenge for UNICEF. The dangers to
children posed by uncleared land-mines was recognized by the General Assembly in
its resolution 48/157 of 20 December 1993 relating to the impact of armed
conflicts on children. Many AP land-mines that are scattered from the air are
coloured in bright colours, which are particularly attractive to children.
Spotting these brightly coloured objects, many children innocently pick them up
to play with them. A large percentage of them are then grievously injured when
the mines explode. Children are also injured by AP mines as they engage in
normal play. Often their playful wanderings take them into minefields whose
existence was unknown to the local inhabitants. As a consequence, in many
heavily mined areas, children are forbidden to play out of doors. Sometimes,
the presence of the land-mines has become so ingrained in the local culture
that, as a hobby, children try to collect different kinds. Children are also
specially at risk in many societies because they are responsible for tending
livestock. As their herds and flocks move about the countryside, the children
follow, often being led unknowingly into mined areas. Children injured in such
areas often perish before aid can arrive and their deaths go unreported. Land-
mines introduce children to the threat of injury and violent death at an early
age and they rob them of childhood play. UNICEF, recognizing the seriousness of
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the threat posed to children by uncleared land-mines, has been conducting
mine-awareness education campaigns in schoolrooms in a number of countries. The
UNICEF mine-awareness campaign in El Salvador was particularly effective.
UNICEF has also been a strong advocate of efforts to ban use and production of
AP land-mines, with particular reference to the Convention on the Rights of the
Child (resolution 47/5, annex).

36. The World Health Organization (WHO), in the frame of restructuring its
mandate in the field of humanitarian activities, is taking steps better to
assess public health consequences of various types of violence, including the
consequences of land-mines. In the WHO American region, a regional plan of
action on health and violence has been established, including activities
relating to the problem of land-mines. WHO is also working with UNHCR to
develop rehabilitation services in refugee settings, the objective of which is,
in addition to providing services, to assess the prevalence of all types of
disabilities resulting from war, including land-mines. In addition to
amputation of limbs, other impediments, particularly visual and mental, are
caused by land-mines, for which few organizations have experience in
rehabilitation.

37. The United Nations has been forced to focus on the problem of uncleared
land-mines in the context of its peace-keeping missions. In recent years,
United Nations forces have deployed in a number of countries with serious
land-mine problems. Land-mines are now the second cause of casualties among
United Nations peace-keepers due to hostile action after direct fire. As for
humanitarian personnel, the presence of land-mines inhibits the movement of
peace-keeping forces and raises serious problems in the deployment phase of
peace-keeping operations. In addition, land-mines inhibit the achievement of
peace-keeping and peace-building objectives such as assembly of forces,
demobilization and the conduct of elections. In missions such as the United
Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) and the United Nations Interim
Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL), mine clearance has been carried out by United Nations
forces to provide a secure environment for peace-keeping operations and to
ensure freedom of movement. Within the context of peace-keeping missions,
therefore, the United Nations has approached the mine problem on two levels:
firstly, as a purely military issue affecting the deployment of military
personnel and, secondly, as an integrated peace-keeping/humanitarian endeavour
affecting the achievement of the overall objectives of the United Nations in the
country in question.

38. At the Headquarters level, the Department of Peace-keeping Operations has
retained two de-mining advisers to provide technical support and advice to
United Nations peace-keeping personnel in the field. They also serve as
technical advisers to the Department of Humanitarian Affairs in the preparation
of United Nations integrated and humanitarian mine-action programmes. At the
field level, the Department of Peace-keeping Operations has been involved in
activities ranging from limited mine clearance in connection with force
deployments to the provision of de-mining instructors and resources for training
in integrated peace-keeping/humanitarian operations. In general, however,
recognizing that general military forces are not trained to conduct de-mining
and that Member States are reluctant to commit special units to conduct
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dangerous mine clearance, United Nations peace-keeping operations have relied
upon trained humanitarian de-mining teams and contractors to do clearance.

C. Current United Nations country activities

39. The fundamental principle underlying all United Nations involvement in the
issue is that the primary responsibility for taking action against the presence
of mines lies with the concerned State. This derives from the principle that
good governance involves ensuring the safety of the citizenry. Thus, as there
is often a complete lack of indigenous capacity (technical and financial) to
de-mine, the approach for United Nations assistance has generally been one of
capacity-building. As with all humanitarian activities, mine-action activities
are only undertaken on the basis of consent. Another prerequisite for United
Nations involvement in mine-action programmes is the existence of adequate
security conditions. The fact that the United Nations provides assistance does
not entail any assumption of responsibility for the presence of land-mines in
country.

40. The United Nations has been endeavouring to ensure a timely and effective
response, as well as appropriate arrangements to enable continuity of national
mine-clearance efforts as normalization of conditions in a country progresses.
United Nations programmes fall into three categories: mine assistance as part
of a solely humanitarian operation, such as in Afghanistan and Iraq; mine
assistance carried out in collaboration with United Nations peace-keeping
missions, such as in Mozambique and Somalia; and mine assistance in the
post-conflict peace-building environment, carried out in conjunction with
economic and social development efforts, such as in Cambodia.

41. As a first step to United Nations involvement in a mined area, a quick
assessment must be made, in order broadly to identify mined areas, the types of
mines in use, the technical nature of the problem, and the existence of local
capacities. The de-mining advisors in the Department of Peace-keeping
Operations have generally undertaken that function on behalf of the United
Nations system. Based on their findings, assessments of requirements for United
Nations assistance can be made, and mine-awareness education and mine-action
plans can be formulated. Mine-clearance criteria and priorities are considered
in that context, to ensure that basic needs can be met with the available
capacity. These would include, for example, operational needs of United Nations
missions, including any needs to open and/or establish vital infrastructure as
quickly as possible, needs presented in the context of refugee repatriation and
resettlement, or the need to re-establish basic revenue-earning capabilities of
the country.

42. The objective of United Nations mine-action programmes is to assist in the
creation of national mine-clearance capacities, including in programme
supervision and management, for dealing with the problem on a long-term basis.
Under such programmes, civilian mine clearers are recruited locally and trained
for the task in their own country, initially under the supervision and guidance
of United Nations instructors and supervisors or, if necessary, contracted
expatriate supervisors and instructors. This approach has the advantages of
being cost-effective and local participation eases communication and increases
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trust and confidence in the programme. Expatriate personnel are gradually
replaced as local personnel are trained to fill the role and overall
responsibility and control of the programme is transferred progressively to the
country concerned.

43. The nature of the land-mine problem demands complete transparency of
information in order to obviate unnecessary accidents. In addition to close
collaboration with local authorities and close cooperation among members of the
United Nations family, all United Nations mine-clearance efforts in the country
should be coordinated with non-United Nations-funded efforts, including those of
non-governmental organizations and commercial companies conducting mine-related
activities in the area. Such information-sharing and cooperation greatly
enhances the safety of all concerned and helps avoid wasteful duplication. The
United Nations has been endeavouring to establish mine databases in the field,
with mapping capacities, for compilation and analysis of information gathered
through surveys and other means, in order to facilitate the coordination and
security of operations in mine-affected countries. Such databases are generally
established as part of any mine-action programmes in conjunction with the
Government, or as part of the humanitarian coordination mechanism in-country.

44. The United Nations has been engaged in the implementation of mine-action
activities and programmes in 12 countries. Those programmes differ in
structure, size and in their arrangements for funding and implementation. The
Department of Humanitarian Affairs, in its role as focal point for land-mine
related issues, regularly convenes meetings for the development and coordination
of mine-action programmes in particular countries, working closely with
interested agencies and United Nations departments, including the Department of
Administration and Management, the Office of Legal Affairs and the Department of
Peace-keeping Operations, to ensure an appropriate, comprehensive and
coordinated United Nations response. Coordination of mine action and effective
response in mine-affected countries is also a matter considered by the
Inter-agency Standing Committee on a regular basis.

Afghanistan

45. An estimated 10 million mines are scattered over an area of 350 square
kilometres in Afghanistan. Land-mine activities commenced in 1988 as part of
Operation Salam. In January 1993, responsibility for the programme was assumed
by the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Assistance to
Afghanistan, which continues to provide management and oversight of technical
and financial aspects. The programme is implemented by six Afghan
non-governmental organizations and employs some 2,500 trained Afghan de-miners.
Mine-detecting dogs have recently been incorporated into the programme. The
non-governmental organization Halo Trust is also involved in mine-clearance
operations under the programme. De-mining is undertaken on the basis of
priorities established on humanitarian grounds, bearing in mind, in particular,
the needs of returning refugees. A comprehensive national survey of the
land-mines was published in 1993. Programme costs run at about $20 million
per year, for which funds are sought through consolidated appeals.
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Angola

46. The widespread laying of land-mines intensified dramatically since
hostilities resumed in October 1992. It is estimated that 9 to 15 million mines
have now been laid throughout the country. The Central Mine-Action Office in
Angola was established in March 1994 as part of the Unit for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Assistance to Angola, with funds raised through a consolidated
appeal. The appeal also sought funds to enable WFP to undertake emergency mine
clearance and rehabilitation of roads necessary to permit access of humanitarian
supplies. Prior to agreement on a peace accord between the conflicting Angolan
parties, the Central Mine-Action Office has been limited to preparatory
activities, including general information gathering and coordination of mine-
awareness education programmes, establishing a central database of mine
information, preparing for a nation-wide general mine survey and laying the
foundations for assistance in other areas of mine action at the appropriate
time. It is intended that the Office will become the core of the United Nations
mine-assistance programme, in cooperation with any United Nations peace-keeping
forces in Angola, once a peace accord is reached. UNICEF and UNHCR are planning
to conduct mine-awareness education in Angola, in coordination with the Office.
The non-governmental organization Cap Anamur has been involved in mine clearance
in Cunene province in Angola for some time; a number of other non-governmental
organizations are interested in becoming involved in mine clearance in Angola
and some have already begun to establish presences there.

Cambodia

47. An estimated 8 to 10 million mines remain scattered over an area of
3,200 square kilometres. The United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia
(UNTAC) was given the mandate of creating a national capacity to deal with the
problem and assisted with the establishment of the Cambodian Mine-Action Centre
in cooperation with the Supreme National Council. With the election of a new
Government and the withdrawal of UNTAC in late 1993, the Centre became a fully
Cambodian entity providing mine awareness, mine marking, mine clearance and
mine-clearance training programmes. The Department of Humanitarian Affairs
worked closely with UNTAC, the Department of Peace-keeping Operations and the
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) to ensure that the Centre received
the additional assistance it required in order to become fully self-sufficient.
Despite the goodwill demonstrated on all sides, the transfer of responsibility
for providing assistance from UNTAC to UNDP was cumbersome and time-consuming.
UNDP currently provides up to 30 technical advisers and $20 million, raised
through voluntary contributions, under a two-year programme of assistance to the
Centre that is scheduled to end in 1995. The Centre employs some 1,500 trained
Cambodian de-miners. The non-governmental organizations Norwegian People’s Aid,
Handicap International, Halo Trust and Mine Advisory Group have been involved in
mine-clearance activities in cooperation with the Centre, which has also
recently begun to receive direct bilateral assistance. UNHCR was closely
associated with the de-mining efforts during the UNTAC period in conjunction
with the return of Cambodian refugees. In addition, UNICEF has conducted
mine-awareness education as part of a social mobilization programme and in 1993
roughly 200 prosthetic devices were fitted by non-governmental organizations
with UNICEF support.
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El Salvador

48. A programme to lift some 20,000 "home-made" mines left after the war in
El Salvador was undertaken by the Government of El Salvador, with the active
collaboration of the Frente Farabundo Martí para la Liberación Nacional, and the
close cooperation of the United Nations Observer Mission in El Salvador (ONUSAL)
and UNICEF. UNICEF undertook a successful mine-awareness education programme in
areas with populations at risk, as well as funding some mine clearance. The
actual clearance, which was done mostly by a commercial company contracted by
the Government, was declared completed in January 1994.

Georgia

49. There is a serious mine problem in areas of Abkhazia, which is hindering
the return and reintegration of refugees and displaced persons. The
peace-keeping force of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) has carried
out mine clearance necessary for its own operational purposes, including the
opening of some access routes that could also be useful in conjunction with
returning populations. However, there remains a need to de-mine roads and
resettlement areas (villages and agricultural areas). Voluntary contributions
for that purpose have been sought through the consolidated appeal for the
Caucasus. In addition, the Security Council has established a voluntary fund
into which funds earmarked for de-mining can be deposited. A general assessment
of the land-mine situation in the area has been carried out and a land-mine
information capacity is being established in the humanitarian office.
Mine-awareness education activities will be carried out by UNHCR. Alternatives
for addressing the clearance needs are being examined.

Guatemala

50. Years of internal conflict have left parts of rural Guatemala with a land-
mine problem. An estimated 2,000 to 4,000 land-mines are scattered in parts of
Quiché and near the Atitlán and Tajumulco volcanoes. Refugees seeking to return
to those areas face a serious risk of death or injury from the land-mines. At
the request of the Government and with the cooperation of the Unidad
Revolucionaria Nacional Guatemalteca, in April 1994 UNHCR started a
risk-reduction and training programme in the Tercer Pueblo resettlement area.
Mine-awareness education for the returning refugees is being undertaken by
UNICEF, using materials based upon the mine-awareness education materials used
in El Salvador.

Iraq

51. The northern governorates have been especially heavily mined in the last
decades, with an estimated 10 million land-mines. Land-mine activities have
been included in the United Nations Inter-agency Humanitarian Programme in Iraq.
However, no comprehensive de-mining operation has been implemented in Iraq so
far, owing to the absence of approval by the Government, which has been
approached by the Office of the United Nations Coordinator for Humanitarian
Activities to facilitate United Nations-sponsored mine-related activities. The
non-governmental organization Mine Advisory Group is implementing
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mine-awareness-education programmes, funded by UNICEF, and limited mine-
clearance projects in Iraqi Kurdistan.

Liberia

52. A small problem comprising anti-vehicle mines (about 1,000) and UXO arose
in Liberia, impeding access of relief supplies to areas of need. After an
assessment of the problem, a modest programme entailing by the United Nations
Observer Mission in Liberia (UNOMIL) training of the forces of the Military
Observer Group of the Economic Community of the West African States to clear the
affected roads was developed. This was accepted in the Security Council and
included in the UNOMIL budget. Unfortunately, however, although the parties
have agreed to provide information on the location of the mines, the fundamental
requirements of consent and security have not yet been met and further mine
laying may have taken place. The mine situation will be reassessed when
security conditions have stabilized.

Mozambique

53. There are estimated to be up to 2 million uncleared land-mines in
Mozambique. De-mining activities were initiated in late 1992 and early 1993 by
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and WFP. Mine-action
assistance is currently being provided through the United Nations Operation in
Mozambique (ONUMOZ)/United Nations Office for Humanitarian Assistance
Coordination with $18.5 million raised through assessed and voluntary
contributions. Coordination and management is provided by the latter. In an
effort to eliminate some of the transition difficulties encountered in Cambodia,
an attempt was made to delegate, at an early stage, responsibilities for
programme management, including capacity-building, to UNDP. This did not prove
successful, however, in part because of the decentralized nature of channels of
United Nations assistance and in part because of the special environment and
needs of peace-keeping. Accordingly, the approach was urgently reconsidered and
an accelerated plan was put into place for the last six months of ONUMOZ. A
land-mine database has been established and a national mine survey was conducted
by Halo Trust, a non-governmental organization contracted by UNDP. Some 2,000
kilometres of priority roads are also being cleared by commercial capacities
contracted by UNDP (a further 2,000 kilometres are being cleared through direct
bilateral assistance). UNICEF and UNHCR have been providing mine-awareness
education to sections of the society at risk. The programme of the United
Nations Office for Humanitarian Assistance Coordination is designed to train
some 700 Mozambican de-miners by the expiry of the peace-keeping mandate,
through a combination of classroom and on-the-job training carried out by the
ONUMOZ Mine-Clearance Training Centre and by Norwegian People’s Aid, a
non-governmental organization contracted by ONUMOZ to do training and clearance,
funding for which was shared by the Government of Norway. Training in de-mining
programme management and administration is also part of the Office’s plan, in
order to enable a national mine-action entity to exercise responsibility for
sustaining mine clearance after United Nations assistance has terminated.
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Rwanda

54. Mine-clearance assistance plans were in place in conjunction with the
mandate of the United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR) prior to
April 1994. At that time, it was estimated that there were some 30,000
uncleared land-mines, mostly in areas of the north-east to which refugees and
displaced persons were expected to return. The resumption of civil strife
halted all planning and preparation for the provision of United Nations
de-mining assistance. In addition, it greatly enlarged the scope of the land-
mine problem and it is reported that the armed forces of the previous Government
laid land-mines in many areas, including towns and cities, as they retreated
into Zaire. It is now believed that there are 50,000 to 60,000 uncleared land-
mines in Rwanda. The Special Representative of the Secretary-General in Rwanda
has reported that there are on average two civilian mine casualties a day in
those areas. United Nations de-mining technical experts have visited Rwanda to
re-assess the scope of the newly enlarged land-mine problem. Once the security
situation stabilizes and de-mining can safely begin, the United Nations will
work with all concerned to provide assistance to enable Rwanda to rid itself of
land-mines.

Somalia

55. An estimated 1 million mines remain scattered throughout Somalia. The
United Nations Operation in Somalia (UNOSOM) has been given a mandate that
extends to mine clearance. A mine-clearance project was undertaken by a
commercial contractor in the north-west, but the security situation forced its
termination. Owing to insecure and unstable conditions and the fact that some
Somali mine-clearance capacity exists, the UNOSOM programme now focuses on
employing Somali mine clearers as contractors, on an opportunistic basis, with
supplemental training provided by UNOSOM as necessary.

Yemen

56. There have been consistent reports of land-mines around strategic sites in
Yemen. Major water sources, water distribution networks and electricity lines
are located in the affected regions. Land-mines hinder efforts to restore those
facilities, thus complicating efforts to supply water and electricity to Aden
and Abyan. In addition, unless mines are removed, the re-activation of farming
and fishery activities will be restricted. WHO is undertaking rehabilitation of
civilians disabled by land-mine injuries, including providing wheel chairs,
artificial limbs and raw material for local manufacture of artificial limbs. A
number of children have also suffered severe physical injuries from the armed
conflict, including from land-mines. UNICEF is assessing the number, location
and special needs of children in particularly difficult circumstances, to
develop and initiate a project for trauma healing, mine-awareness education and
other interventions to alleviate their special problems. The Department of
Humanitarian Affairs is planning to deploy a land-mine information specialist to
establish a database to enhance coordination and the safe conduct of
humanitarian assistance activities in Yemen.
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Former Yugoslavia

57. There are an estimated 2 to 5 million land-mines scattered throughout much
of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia and Slovenia and parts of Serbia and
Montenegro, and reportedly roughly 1 million additional land-mines are being
laid each year. Those land-mines have been laid both by professionally trained
military personnel in traditional minefields and more commonly by poorly trained
militia in a random manner. Land-mines are often used against purely civilian
targets in furtherance of various campaigns of ethnic cleansing. Whole villages
are mined, road systems, power plants, bridges, dams and the areas around United
Nations safe havens. Contrary to the provisions of the 1980 Inhumane Weapons
Convention, mine locations are rarely reported to United Nations peace-keeping
personnel and have caused significant casualties to United Nations peace-keeping
forces. Since November 1993, six United Nations peace-keepers have been killed
and 47 injured by land-mines in the former Yugoslavia. Mines constitute one of
the major obstacles to the achievement of United Nations peace-keeping and
humanitarian objectives in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Croatia. They impede the
progress of United Nations peace-keeping patrols and delay or halt the delivery
of United Nations humanitarian relief. Limited mine clearance is being
undertaken by local teams and United Nations military staff. A major
mine-clearance effort will need to be established when the political situation
stabilizes. UNICEF is funding mine-awareness education through the mass media
and is conducting teacher training to reduce the risk to schoolchildren.

D. Policy issues

58. The dangerous nature of the problem and the technical nature of the
assistance required to combat it, as well as the fact that the mine problem does
not respect sectoral distinctions or the substantive or chronological limits of
mandates, demands that there be strong coordination in addressing it. The
Department of Humanitarian Affairs, in exercising its role as focal point for
the United Nations system with regard to land-mine issues, has been endeavouring
to mobilize the resources and capacities of the system to ensure an effective
and efficient response to the problem. The Department has been working closely
with the Department of Peace-keeping Operations and the humanitarian agencies in
that respect. In addition to its consideration of the mine problem on a
country-by-country basis, it has been actively encouraging the United Nations
system to develop a coherent land-mine policy.

59. To that end, the Department of Humanitarian Affairs convened an
interdepartmental/inter-agency consultation on land-mine policy to examine all
aspects of the institutional and administrative implications of United Nations
involvement in mine-related activities. The objective of the consultations was
to explore what existing capacities could be applied or adapted so as to address
the mine problem appropriately, and to achieve a broad understanding about the
institutional aspects that need to be addressed in the context of United Nations
mine-action programmes. These include conceptual, administrative, financial and
legal aspects, as well as safety precautions for field personnel and effective
coordination mechanisms at field and Headquarters level. It was hoped that, as
a result of that process, a model system could be developed that could be easily
called upon and appropriately adjusted to circumstances whenever the United
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Nations was faced with a mine problem. The Department is now attempting to
develop a model on its own, based upon the lessons learned and the experiences
gained so far, which could serve as a basis for considering new country
programmes. It believes that the consultations convened so far have helped to
develop a common understanding of the dimensions of the problem facing the
United Nations system.

60. The United Nations is already establishing a set of standards of operation
and safety procedures that should be applied in its mine-action programmes. The
Departments of Humanitarian Affairs and Peace-keeping Operations have been
collaborating on the collection and analysis of operational information from
United Nations de-mining programmes. A set of standard guidelines and
procedures for de-mining programmes is being prepared. These standards of
operation are based upon currently applied procedures and should form the
foundation of United Nations de-mining programmes in the future. It is hoped
that the standards of operation and safety will also serve as a useful reference
tool for Member States and organizations in setting up their own de-mining
programmes.

61. In order to enhance the effective formulation and application of policy,
the Department of Humanitarian Affairs has created a central de-mining database
for the collection of global data on the land-mine problem. It is intended,
initially, to assist in programme planning, technical support and coordination,
enabling the United Nations to assess more accurately all aspects of the
feasibility of mine-action efforts and ultimately to enhance efficiency and
effectiveness. As it is expanded, its role as central repository and clearing-
house for land-mine information will be enhanced, and it will become useful as a
general research and reference tool for land-mine matters. The information
contained in the database would be available to Member States, United Nations
agencies, regional and non-governmental organizations, and others. It is hoped
that the database will help support the de-mining efforts of various Member
States and organizations. The Department of Humanitarian Affairs is currently
at the stage of inputting data and welcomes all information that would be
relevant for inclusion in the database.

62. The database would include all available information on the land-mine
situation in various countries, including the number, type, and location of
uncleared land-mines, and national capacities to clear them. Detailed
information about land-mine types, land-mine manufacturers, land-mine export
figures, land-mine casualty figures and de-mining technologies would also be
included. The database would also contain data from all current United Nations
operations, including mine systems encountered, equipment, methods and rates of
clearance, casualty rates, rosters of trained personnel, effectiveness of
contractors and costs, and would cross-reference to recommended standing
operational procedures and medical and communications cover. The database would
also contain information on non-governmental organization, regional
organization, national and commercial efforts and capacities world wide. A
companion technical database, containing detailed technical information about
the operation of particular land-mines, their handling and other information
relevant to their deactivation and removal, is also being established with the
assistance of the United States. The technical database will directly enhance
support of technical operations and operators in the field, the appropriate
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adaptation and application of standards of operation, and the maintenance of
proper safety precautions.

E. Funding issues

63. Possibilities for funding mine-action activities in affected countries vary
greatly. The United Nations finds itself involved in providing peacemaking and
peace-building assistance in countries where a wide variety of issues related to
governance arise. United Nations assistance activities have been geared towards
development of civilian, government capacities, as it is deemed that they will
be most likely to attract future bilateral or multilateral financial assistance.

64. Where reliance upon government authorities to conduct mine-action
programmes is not possible and where United Nations assistance is necessary, the
latter has been tailored to meet the particular circumstances and funding
implications have followed from them. For example, in Afghanistan, where no
Government was able to assume responsibility, United Nations efforts were aimed
at the creation of Afghan non-governmental organizations, though it is hoped
that financial modalities for sustaining the programme on a long-term basis can
be found as normalcy returns to Afghanistan. In Somalia, where some local
capacity for mine clearance existed, United Nations assistance was aimed at
contracting mine clearance to local groups, with some oversight to ensure
performance. In countries where there is no United Nations peace-keeping
mission, the Department of Humanitarian Affairs has solicited donor nation
support for de-mining programmes. In countries where there is a peace-keeping
involvement, United Nations assistance has often been provided on an integrated
basis, with both voluntary and assessed contributions.

65. Once a land-mine problem has been identified in a country where United
Nations operations are taking place and it has been determined that United
Nations assistance in mine clearance will be necessary, the early start-up of
operations is critical. Not only will a reduction of injury from mine accidents
be a direct result, but the early alleviation of humanitarian emergencies, the
meeting of peace-keeping operational objectives and the early return to normalcy
will also be greatly facilitated. Political and financial constraints are often
deterrents to such early start-up. While political constraints can often be
overcome through further negotiation, this would be pointless in the absence of
secure funding. Funding requirements in the early phases of mine action are
significantly higher than in later phases, because of the higher personnel and
equipment costs associated with start-up. There are often significant delays
created by the process of mobilization of large sums through voluntary
contributions, which cause unrecoverable delays in programme commencement, with
a consequent cost in human suffering. Although resources made available through
assessed peace-keeping contributions may be a swifter process, it is often
highly desirable to begin at least preparatory mine-action activities
(e.g. equipment procurement, information collection and collation, mine surveys,
emergency clearance) prior even to Security Council consideration of a
peace-keeping mandate, in order to facilitate the deployment of the eventual
peace-keeping mission. The financial rules and regulations of the United
Nations would prevent such activities in the absence of funding.
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66. As noted in paragraph 19 above, the cost of clearance of the global land-
mine problem, at present average costs, would be enormous - approximately
$33 billion, at a minimum. Last year, the United Nations sought approximately
$67 million for its mine-clearance assistance activities, of which some
$42 million was sought through voluntary contributions and some $25 million was
raised through assessed contributions for activities within the peace-keeping
mandate. If the proliferation of land-mines were stopped in 1996, at current
rates of funding and clearance it would still take almost 1,100 years to rid the
world of the land-mines now in the ground. Even if clearance were to be focused
on those land-mines which have the most direct impact on civilian populations,
clearing cities and towns, roads and homes, it would still take more than three
centuries of work at present clearance and funding rates.

67. Additional resources, both in terms of funding and resources in the field,
must be found. With an additional $100 million in funding, the United Nations
could significantly increase its capacity, both as regards areas addressed and
operations in the field. Even with an additional $60 million it could be
possible to increase greatly the number of countries receiving United Nations
mine-clearance assistance and significantly enhance the overall United Nations
de-mining programme capacity.

68. The focus of the additional funds should be to multiply the effectiveness
of rather than replace existing sources of de-mining funds. The majority of
de-mining operations occur in countries in which no peace-keeping operation
exists or is envisioned. In such cases, only humanitarian contributions and
development funds are available for funding. In areas where integrated
de-mining programmes are carried out in conjunction with peace-keeping
operations, further assistance is often required following the expiry of the
peace-keeping mandate and voluntary contributions must be used to enable the
continuation of the de-mining programme without interruption.

69. Recognizing the need for additional resources, the General Assembly asked
the Secretary-General to examine the advisability of establishing a voluntary
fund for assistance in mine clearance. Indeed, a multi-purpose trust fund that
could make funds available for activities in the humanitarian and peace-building
and development arenas would greatly enhance the effectiveness and timeliness of
the international community’s response to mine problems and to mine-assistance
needs. In particular, it would facilitate on-the-spot assessments of the mine
problems in infested countries and make possible the rapid commencement of
mine-awareness education activities. It would expedite the emplacement of mine
experts and mine-action programme coordinators in the field and the
establishment of a systematic mine-information gathering and collation capacity,
including a database, as well as the early conduct of surveys. Where necessary,
it could enable the early establishment of training programmes, including
preparation of materials and recruitment of personnel. It would permit
financial means to be available for the early procurement of vital equipment
necessary for the start of a de-mining programme and the execution of key
clearance operations essential for the fulfilment of United Nations missions
in-country. It could also help to ensure the continuity of funding when there
are delays in the receipt of donors’ contributions. The trust fund should not
replace existing sources of funding. De-mining funds would continue to be
raised through consolidated appeals and assessed peace-keeping contributions.
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The voluntary trust fund would provide seed money to mine-action programmes and
provide financing for activities for which funds would not otherwise be
available.

70. Preliminary activities for the establishment of a trust fund have been
carried out by staff of the Department of Humanitarian Affairs and a number of
Member States expressed support for such a fund in their replies to the
Secretary-General’s note verbale pursuant to resolution 48/7. It has thus been
ascertained that the establishment of such a fund would be desirable. Terms of
reference clearly defining its purpose, in accordance with the objectives of
resolution 48/7, will be elaborated and made available to Member States. On
that basis, Member States can pledge contributions to the fund.

71. The establishment and management of such a general trust fund or assistance
in mine action would be governed by the United Nations Financial Regulations and
Rules. Special care would be exercised to ensure that the operations and
activities financed from the fund are consistent with the objectives, policies
and procedures of the United Nations. Disbursements from the fund would be made
on the basis of specific mine-action projects and operational mine-assistance
activities, including cost plans. In that regard, the fund should be utilized
in a manner that could ensure the maximum flexibility in achieving the overall
objectives of the operation. This could include making funds available to
United Nations humanitarian agencies and non-governmental organizations who are
strong partners in United Nations mine-action programmes.

72. The voluntary trust fund should have strong management to ensure that the
overall objectives of more effective mine action and strengthened coordination
are being properly served. The specialized nature of mine action would also
demand this. I will ask the Department of Humanitarian Affairs to assume
overall responsibility for management and implementation of the trust fund, with
the support and close cooperation of Department of Administration and
Management. The Department of Humanitarian Affairs should exercise that
responsibility, also in close consultation with the Department of Peace-keeping
Operations when funds would be utilized for activities carried out in a
peace-keeping theatre. The Department of Humanitarian Affairs will report at
regular intervals on the utilization of the fund in the interest of effective
management, evaluation and control, and the fund will be the subject of audit in
accordance with United Nations Regulations and Rules. Member States will be
kept informed through the usual channels of uses of the fund in connection with
particular country programmes.

73. It is clear that, to be successful, the voluntary trust fund will require
significant funding for a prolonged period of time. This means that the fund
will require replenishment. In addition to the reporting requirements outlined
above, the Department of Humanitarian Affairs will submit annually to Member
States a comprehensive report on the activities of the fund. That report will
indicate the amount of money remaining in the trust fund as at the beginning of
the session of the General Assembly each year. It is envisioned that it will be
necessary to seek replenishment for the fund every two years.

74. In some countries, the capacity and willingness to undertake mine-action
campaigns exist, but funding is not always available. This includes States
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where national capacities have been built with United Nations assistance. In
those cases, methods of providing sufficient financial assistance to conduct
de-mining operations must be explored. Apart from direct bilateral assistance,
international financial institutions, including the regional development banks,
would appear to be an appropriate avenue for exploration, as national de-mining
efforts are essential prerequisites for economic and social development and must
be based on legitimate activities of the State. Unfortunately, the dimensions
and impact of the land-mine problem have only recently come to light and
international financial institutions do not appear yet to have considered them
fully at the policy level. This has appeared to limit possibilities for the
long-term sustaining of national efforts with multilateral financial support,
except where mine clearance is a prerequisite for specific activities being
undertaken by those institutions.

75. Where national mine-action capacities have been built with United Nations
assistance, the provision of narrow sectoral financial assistance may have
disadvantages. Unfortunately, while any financial assistance is of course
welcome and adjustments should be made to accommodate it within the context of
the overall mission of the programme, this may tend to weaken already fragile
centralized mine-action structures and to fragment national de-mining efforts
and priorities. The Department of Humanitarian Affairs and World Bank personnel
have met on several occasions to explore these issues, with a view to
facilitating possibilities on a practical level for World Bank involvement with
Governments to sustain national programmes. The matter will be pursued further
with those institutions, since de-mining is quintessentially a development issue
in so far as it is a fundamental prerequisite for further development
activities.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STRENGTHENING COORDINATION

76. Whereas in 1988 the United Nations was involved in only one mine-assistance
operation, today it is called upon to provide assistance in 12 countries, and
several new assistance operations can be expected in the near future. In many
respects, the challenge of responding to the many problems caused by uncleared
land-mines is currently being met on an ad hoc basis. Because land-mines pose
problems that cut across so many mandates, a large number of United Nations
agencies and non-governmental organizations have had to respond unilaterally to
the problems they encounter in carrying out those mandates. Such a fragmented
approach to assistance in mine clearance is undesirable and has in the past led
to duplication of effort, inefficient allocation of resources, unclear lines of
responsibility and an overall lack of direction. Rather, mine action should be
well planned, integrated and well coordinated. The assistance should begin as
early as is practicable and the objectives of the assistance should be clear and
achievable within a predictable period.

77. Naturally, the assistance that may be required in any country will be
specific to the conditions and circumstances as they exist. None the less, the
assumptions underlying any assistance should be the same and it is possible to
base all such assistance on basic operational models and approaches. To that
end, the experiences and difficulties encountered in past assistance programmes
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have been closely examined with a view to learning lessons, both positive and
negative.

78. It has become apparent that there is a need for strengthened coordination
and capacity, which can improve the effectiveness of United Nations assistance.
Basically, the United Nations involvement in mine action has two dimensions, the
geographic and the chronological. In terms of the former, activities are
delineated between the field implementation and Headquarters support. The
interrelationship between Headquarters and the field in the formulation,
coordination and management of mine-clearance assistance programmes in infested
countries should be a dynamic one. In terms of the chronological dimension,
there is an optimum sequence for assistance and intervention. Mine action may
begin at the earliest stages of United Nations intervention, as long as there is
consent and proper security conditions exist. The mine issue should be
considered in the context of any peacemaking initiatives being undertaken;
within the context of the peace negotiations, the conflicting parties should
undertake to respect international law governing obligations to remove mines, as
well as to adhere to principles of cooperation in mine action. Where United
Nations assistance in mine action is to be a feature of implementation of the
peace agreement, the foundations for such assistance should also be included in
the peace accord and mine action should begin early in order to facilitate
expansion of the humanitarian programme and deployment of peace-keeping forces.

79. At the field level, there is also an optimal sequence for undertaking
activities. As soon as is practicable, a general technical assessment of the
problem and the local capacities for dealing with it should be made. That
assessment will form the basis for any further assistance activities.
Mine-awareness education for populations at risk is an essential component,
which should be undertaken as soon as possible when a mine problem has been
identified. Accordingly, mine-awareness instructors must be trained,
educational materials developed, curricula and syllabuses tailored to particular
circumstances, and access obtained to those at risk. United Nations agencies
and non-governmental organizations often undertake mine-awareness education
programmes on behalf of the populations they serve. Government networks are
sometimes also used for dissemination of information. In addition, public
education activities may be included in the mandates of United Nations
peace-keeping operations and information about mines could be included as an
element of those activities. Educational materials need to reflect accurately
the kinds of mines that may be encountered and the particular risks posed.
Model materials and curricula, as well as basic mine information for inclusion
in materials, should be maintained at a central level and made available to
those wishing to become involved in awareness activities. United Nations
agencies and their non-governmental organization partners in mine-awareness
education may wish to share samples of materials used in the past and their
experiences gained.

80. The early establishment of a mechanism for mine-information compilation,
analysis and maintenance is an important element of humanitarian coordination in
countries with mine problems. The initial information is provided as a result
of the general technical assessment, as well as information formally provided by
authorities. The development of the information mechanism requires the posting
of mine specialists in the country and the establishment of a mine database with
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mapping capabilities. The purpose of the assembled information would be
strictly humanitarian and the up-to-date information on the mine situation would
be available to appropriate humanitarian organizations operating in the country.
Mine-survey and marking activities would be one of the important elements of the
in-country information mechanism. Not only is mine information an important
element supporting humanitarian coordination generally, but a strong
coordination mechanism in-country, supported by the mine-information
capabilities, is essential for any integrated United Nations presence in-country
and for a comprehensive involvement in mine action.

81. The creation of a national capacity for mine action entails the training
and equipping of mine-clearance technicians, the creation of a field support
structure (including medical and logistical aspects) and training in overall
programme management. Training of the mine-clearance technicians and
supervisors normally involves both classroom time and practical experience. Not
only must schools be established and appropriately equipped, but instructors
must be provided and curricula and syllabuses must ensure that proper
operational and safety skills are taught. These should be in accordance with
United Nations standard operating procedures. Trained mine-clearance
technicians must then be organized into teams, properly equipped, remunerated
and deployed to the field with appropriate supervision and support. A
self-insurance scheme should be instituted to provide compensation in case of
accidents. De-mining may require a degree of medical support that may not be
available in some countries, including paramedics, surgical expertise and
facilities, evacuation facilities, and appropriate medicines. In areas where
those facilities do not exist, such a medical capacity must be created.
Contacts with appropriate intergovernmental organizations and non-governmental
organizations may be required to ensure that the required national medical
capacities are created side-by-side with de-mining capacities. Those staffing
field support structures, including medical, logistics, financial and
communications elements, must be trained and in place as mine-clearance teams
are deployed.

82. National authorities may need to be designated or created with
responsibility for mine action. The capacity to administer and manage,
including financial aspects, is essential for sustaining any national mine-
action programme. Special training may therefore be warranted, both at the
central and the field management levels. Such training may involve classroom
work as well as on-the-job activities. The latter may involve the progressive
transfer of responsibility for managing aspects of the programme to trainees.

83. An important and sometimes difficult element of assistance is the schedule
for phasing it out. It is felt that, ideally, United Nations technical
assistance should enable the creation of a sustainable national mine-action
capacity within 24 months, although political, technical and financial
considerations could sometimes dictate longer periods of assistance. Once the
programme has gained a certain momentum, a critical evaluation should be
undertaken of the capacity of the programme to sustain itself after assistance
is terminated. When assistance is provided in a peace-keeping environment, that
evaluation should be made about six months prior to the end of the mandate, in
order to ensure that the proper foundations for continuation of the programme
(including, possibly, continued assistance) have been built.
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84. A national mine-action programme cannot be sustained in the absence of
management capabilities, proper equipment and secure funding. Arrangements to
transfer programme assets to national ownership, if necessary, should be put
into place in a timely manner. It is felt that continued financial assistance
alone, which basically amounts to budget support, is not an appropriate form of
continued assistance and efforts will be made during the transition phase to
assist national authorities to explore avenues for obtaining the funding
necessary.

85. Headquarters support for planning and implementation of mine-clearance
assistance programmes should also be strengthened. Apart from regular programme
support functions, such as monitoring and reporting, those support
responsibilities include the establishment and promulgation of standards of
operation and safety regulations, the maintenance of a roster of qualified
de-mining personnel, the establishment and maintenance of databases of technical
and programme information, the provision of technical advice, administrative
support and ensuring proper integration of de-mining programmes with other
humanitarian and United Nations activities in-country. Interdepartmental and
inter-agency cooperation and consultation must take place on an ongoing basis to
identify priority needs and objectives, to examine programme proposals and
methodologies for implementation, and to ensure that conditions for mine-
clearance assistance exist. Headquarters is also involved in resource
mobilization through voluntary appeals and assessed budgets, and administration
of voluntary trust funds. There is also an important Headquarters liaison
function supporting programme implementation, involving donors, non-governmental
organizations, financial institutions and regional organizations. Finally, an
essential part of headquarters support entails the centralized compilation of
lessons learned in order to enhance the Organization’s ability to continue to
strengthen the effectiveness of its assistance.

86. Primary responsibility for all of the field programme and Headquarters
support elements described above should be allocated to one office, in order to
ensure consistency of approach, continuity of activities and maximum efficiency.
The Department of Humanitarian Affairs, in fulfilling its role as focal point
for land-mine activities, has been taking a lead in that respect, with technical
support provided by the Department of Peace-keeping Operations. This would
appear to be a satisfactory approach, in view of the humanitarian nature of the
problem, the fact that not all assistance is provided through peace-keeping
operations and that assistance is usually required beyond the duration of the
peace-keeping mandate and that the Department of Humanitarian Affairs has
enjoyed very good cooperation from the humanitarian agencies and
non-governmental organizations on that issue.

87. However, the current capacities of the Departments of Humanitarian Affairs
and Peace-keeping Operations are not sufficient to provide the level of support
required. There are, at present, only one staff member and a consultant working
with the Department of Humanitarian Affairs on the programme side and two staff
members working with the Department of Peace-keeping Operations on the technical
side. A further integration of the cooperation could be useful. In addition,
there are currently a small number of mine-action programme managers and/or
technical advisors in the field (Afghanistan, Angola, Cambodia, Mozambique).
The field managers are attached to the humanitarian representation in the
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country and, with the exception of the Deputy Director for De-mining of the
United Nations Office for Humanitarian Assistance Coordination in Mozambique,
are supported through voluntary contributions.

88. In the current reorganization of the Department of Humanitarian Affairs, a
new Mine Action Section is being created, with responsibility for carrying out
the Department’s functions as focal point. Assuming that technical support
continues to be provided by the Department of Peace-keeping Operations, four
additional staff positions will be required in the Department of Humanitarian
Affairs in order to service properly the United Nations requirements in mine
assistance at the central level, including country programme support, the
further development of models and standards, strengthening of the network of
cooperation and maintenance of up-to-date databases to support the system’s
mine-action activities.

89. As the reorganization takes effect, the Department of Humanitarian Affairs
will also explore the establishment of stand-by capacities similar to those it
has established for other aspects of its work. In many operations, the
Department has sought to obtain direct support for mine-action assistance
programmes through contributions "in kind" of personnel. Certain elements of
mine-action programmes are of limited duration and require specialized expertise
or technology, such as, for example, technical assessments and surveys. Those
elements would be most susceptible to support through a stand-by capacity
system, facilitating a quick and effective response to mine problems. Stand-by
training capacities could also be envisioned, for example, in mine-action
programme management or in mine-mapping database establishment, similar to
training provided for personnel involved in other fields of humanitarian
emergencies. Several Member States have already indicated that they would
support the development of such stand-by capacities.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

90. The presence of uncleared land-mines presents the classic example of the
"civilianization" of war, resulting in an ever-increasing number of
non-combatant casualties. The problem is a humanitarian one because it not only
creates increased needs for humanitarian assistance, it also impedes the
delivery of that assistance. Uncleared land-mines adversely affect almost every
part of the humanitarian and peace-building mission of the United Nations, from
the earliest phases of the United Nations response to many an emergency to the
latter phases of the continuum from relief to development. Indeed, activities
in the development sector will be prevented altogether unless land-mines are
cleared. Peace-keeping operations of the United Nations are also faced with
problems presented by the presence of uncleared land-mines, which inhibit the
timely realization of deployment and other operational objectives. The problem,
however, does not confine itself to areas in which there are peace-keeping
missions and many of the Organization’s current mine-clearance assistance
programmes are in countries without a peace-keeping presence. In order to
ensure a consistent, coherent and comprehensive approach to the problem, overall
responsibility should best be given to the humanitarian component of the United
Nations Secretariat. The problem must be approached primarily from a
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humanitarian perspective and in an integrated humanitarian/peace-keeping manner
when peace-keeping objectives are also implicated.

91. Moreover, the 110 million land-mines currently laid pose a humanitarian
problem whose scope and effects are so widespread that they dwarf the current
efforts to counter the problem. If the United Nations is to begin to address
the problem adequately, additional financial and personnel resources are needed,
the department currently serving as focal point for land-mine-related activities
within the United Nations system must be strengthened and Member States must
cooperate to stop the proliferation of land-mines. Even with a concerted effort
by Governments, humanitarian organizations and the United Nations, it will take
years to solve the problem.

92. Recognizing the need for additional financial resources, a voluntary trust
fund for assistance in mine-action is being created and the Department of
Humanitarian Affairs has been asked to assume overall responsibility for
management and implementation of the trust fund and to develop terms of
reference in cooperation with the Department of Administration and Management.
The trust fund will be used to augment funds available from other sources to
finance United Nations mine-action activities in mine-infested States. The
United Nations has appreciated the generous responses of a number of donor
States to the financial requirements of its humanitarian programmes and is
confident that the humanitarian needs in connection with mine action will be no
exception. It is hoped that, given the global and humanitarian nature of the
mine problem, broad-based financial support for the trust fund will be
forthcoming.

93. There is a tremendous degree of solidarity among Member States,
humanitarian organizations and the United Nations with regard to the land-mine
problem and a willingness to work together to find a solution to the problem
posed by uncleared land-mines. All the elements of the international community
have begun to recognize the enormous humanitarian cost exacted by those
indiscriminate weapons and there is a willingness to cooperate to find
innovative ways to help rid the world of the scourge. There has been strong
support for the creation of national capacities for mine clearance, which can
empower States to deal with their own mine problems. Given the magnitude of the
challenge posed by uncleared land-mines, it is only through that type of
continued cooperation, with humanitarian organizations, United Nations agencies
and peace-keeping missions, and Member States working together, that it will be
possible to make an impact on this enormous humanitarian problem.

94. Equally, mine action appears to foster national solidarity. Experience has
shown that mine clearance is an activity that promotes national reconciliation
efforts by involving once hostile parties in a mutually beneficial undertaking,
thus reinforcing the confidence necessary for the creation of lasting peace and
contributing to economic and social rehabilitation. Local mine clearing efforts
supported by the United Nations in Afghanistan, Cambodia and Somalia have shown
positive results and have commanded the respect of the populations concerned and
similar results will surely be demonstrated in other countries where assistance
in mine action is undertaken. The United Nations has taken the lead in
de-mining efforts world wide through mine-action programmes, technical
assistance, mobilizing public opinion and providing aid to victims. Stronger
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economic and political support for that United Nations effort is now urgently
needed.

95. As important as mine clearance and mine-awareness education are, they are
not the answer to the problem. The United Nations and other international
humanitarian organizations would have to increase the scope of their mine-
clearance efforts more than 20 times just to maintain the problem at its present
levels, at current rates of clearance. Such an increase is impossible. Member
States must therefore take steps effectively to halt the proliferation and use
of land-mines around the world. The ongoing efforts of the parties to the 1980
Inhumane Weapons Convention to strengthen the existing humanitarian law on the
use of land-mines are welcomed, as well as those of various mine-producing
countries who have established moratoriums on the transfer of land-mines, but
much more must be done. Areas for movement forward are outlined in
paragraphs 22 to 26 above. This enormous humanitarian problem can only be
overcome by establishing an effective control regime that places strict limits
on the production, use and transfer of all land-mines.

Notes

1/ See The United Nations Disarmament Yearbook , vol. 5: 1980 (United
Nations publication, Sales No. E.81.IX.4), appendix VII.

2/ Ibid., Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Mines,
Booby Traps and Other Devices.
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